DIGISTOR Announces 1TB SSD for 4K
RAW Video Recording
High-performance SSD solutions for filmmakers and
professional video
Campbell, CA (PRWEB) March 02, 2015
DIGISTOR, a trusted provider of flash and optical data storage solutions, announced today the
availability of their 1TB Professional Video Series SSD certified for recording 4K RAW video.
Developed in direct response to the popularity of recording RAW footage, the 1TB Professional
Video SSD will delight professional filmmakers looking to streamline their workflow without
compromising quality. The DIGISTOR 1TB drive is optimized for use with Blackmagic Design
cameras and other professional video cameras and is specifically designed to support high
performance uncompressed video capture applications and 4K RAW video.
Unlike many off-the-shelf devices, DIGISTOR’s Professional Video Series SSD’s are designed
for a perfect fit and high performance that will never result in dropped frames. Pre-formatted in
exFAT, the 1TB Professional Video SSD can be deployed immediately, while lightning fast
speeds allow users to edit content straight from the disk.
All DIGISTOR Professional Video SSDs are approved for use with Blackmagic Design SSD
based products, including the Blackmagic Cinema Camera, Production Camera 4K, HyperDeck
Studio and HyperDeck Shuttle. DIGISTOR’s 240GB and 480GB drives are recommended for
4K and 1080p Apple ProRes (HQ) 422 captures, while the new 1TB drive is recommended for
4K RAW and ProRes captures.
"The new 1TB Professional Video SSD represents a significant increase in storage size and
performance over other SSDs on the market, while maintaining the powerful performance and
durability our SSDs are known for,” says Murray Ellis, Director of Engineering for DIGISTOR.
“We are very excited to announce this solution which is ideal for 4K RAW video capture
because of the large storage capacity required to film in 4K.”
DIGISTOR’s new 1TB Professional Video SSDs are shipping now and available at through
select dealers, integrators and bundle providers world-wide. MSRP is $519.00, visit
http://www.digistor.com for more information.
About DIGISTOR
DIGISTOR, a division of Sunland International, LLC, is a leading innovator, manufacturer and
distributor of SSDs, digital archiving products and secure storage solutions. Serving the

industrial and global OEM market since 2001, DIGISTOR provides industrial-grade archiving
and digital-video storage solutions to consumers, professional users, SMB's and specialized
industries such as photography, broadcast, videography, medical imaging and
security/surveillance. http://www.digistor.com

